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-2 year old NGO established to 

create/rediscover, maintain, and 

promote 17 various thematic trails 

 

-Coast and mountain routes, nature 

routes, historical routes, biking routes, 

horseriding routes, day hikes, etc. 

 





-17 trails represented by one 

organization ‘Culture Routes Society’ 

(CRS). 

- No standard/fixed strategies for all 

these trails 

-Some examples of digital/online 

marketing strategies 



-McCarthy’s 4 P’s for marketers 

 

-Product (tangible good and/or 

intangible service) 

-Price (affects the demand and our 

survival) 

-Promotion (advertising, PR, sales 

organization and sales promotion) 

-Place (accessibility) 

 

 

 



-Lauterborn’s 4 C’s (consumer oriented) 
 

-Consumer wants and needs 
(segmentation?) 
-Cost (broader than the price – i.e.time 
cost) 
-Communication (dialogue between the 
the organization and  the potential 
customer) 
-Convenience (to find and buy the product 
and info) 
 
 
 



-Real product/service: Trails  

-(Intangible product and the profit is rural 

development) 

 

-Auxiliary products: Books, apps, maps, gifts. 

-(profit needed to survive) 

 

 







-Tools to target groups 

-Google Analytics 

-Market research for other products? 



- How users reached the website 

-Countries that visit the website 

 



-affects the demand and our survival  

-Tours not by CRS 

- Special offers, discounts for books (2 for 1) 

 





-Promotion 
 

-Increase visibility  via websites, local and 
international press and also via projects 
 

-Online press channels (articles on local and 
international magazines – Diadrasis, Medyacuvali) 
 

-Linking back with several websites (members, 
partners, etc) 
 

-Workaway.info and EVS 
 

-TANDEM project (networking) 
 
 





-Members (travel agencies) 

 

-Developing and maintaining trails (with 

locals and volunteers) 

 

 

 



5. Our best projects III 





-Communication 

 

-Social Media (info and photo sharing) 

 

-forums, blogs (experience exchange) 

 

-Interactivity for loyalty 

 

 

 

 







-Place 

-Office to provide info 

and make the use of 

trails more accessibile 

-Convenience 

-Online shops, 

-Newsletter  

-Digital platforms 

 

 

 



-Internet era! 

-Decision making via online channels 

-Cultural/alternative TOURISM sector 

- Tourism/travelling is a leisure activity 

- One of our biggest competitors is other 

leisure activities in particular the internet.  

- So we should turn it onto our own favour 

and try to use it as efficient as we can.  



-International relations (EICR and WTN) 
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